### RESULTS

**Tennis Europe Nations Challenge by Head**

**Boys U12, Qualifying**

**Friday 27/7/2007**

**SALO, ITALY**

**Referee** Francesco NARDI

---

**COURT 1**

**ITALY vs ICELAND**

**Result** 3 - 0 **ITALY**

**Time**

- Starting at 8:30
- After 10 minutes
- After 30 minutes

**Match**

- Si2: QUINZI GIANLUIGI, (2) vs BARTOLOZZI SVERRIR, (3)
- Si1: DONATI MATTEO, (1) vs PALSSON KJARTAN, (1)
- Do: DONATI MATTEO, (1) vs PALSSON KJARTAN, (1) and NAPOLITANO STEFANO, (3) vs HELGASON HINRIK, (2)

**Players**

- Guido PICCOLI

**Remarks**

---

**COURT 3**

**BOSNIA HERZEGOVINA vs SWITZERLAND**

**Result** 2 - 1 **BIH**

**Time**

- Starting at 8:30
- After 10 minutes
- After 30 minutes

**Match**

- Si2: MARINOVIC ZELIMIR, (3) vs BODMER ADRIAN, (2)
- Si1: DIVKOVIC IVAN, (1) vs VALENT DANIEL, (1)
- Do: DIVKOVIC IVAN, (1) vs BODMER ADRIAN, (2) and BAKALOVIC FARUK, (2) vs ABAECHERLI SAMUEL, (3)

**Players**

- COBELL G.CARLO

**Remarks**

---

**COURT 4**

**HUNGARY vs PORTUGAL**

**Result** 1 - 2 **PORTUGAL**

**Time**

- Starting at 8:30
- After 10 minutes
- After 30 minutes

**Match**

- Si2: HEGYI NORBERT, (2) vs LOUREIRO GONCALO, (2)
- Si1: BIRO ANDRE, (1) vs SILVA FREDERICO, (1)
- Do: BIRO ANDRE, (1) vs LOUREIRO GONCALO, (2) and BATA RICHARD, (3) vs PEREIRA RODOLFO, (3)

**Players**

- PELLIGATTA RINO

**Remarks**

---

Team Nominations 30 minutes before the start of the first match.

Doubles Nominations may be changed at the completion of the preceeding Singles match.

---

Order of Play released / updated by:

Signature:

Francesco NARDI